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Abstract
In this paper, we (re)introduce the independent gamma

prior for penalized likelihood reconstruction for both emission
and transmission tomography. We give the expressions for
bias and variance, and validate the expressions using Monte
Carlo simulations. We also test a plug-in approach to get an
approximate estimate of the variance image. We list the fixed
point local point-spread function expressions, investigate how
the FWHM and volume of this local point-spread function
vary with its smoothing hyperparameter in both low and high
intensity regions, and illustrate the noise-resolution tradeoffs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The introduction some years ago of the influential
but unstable ML-EM algorithm for positivity-constrained
reconstructions in emission and transmission tomography [1]
led to an ensuing calvalcade of regularizers and their associated
reconstruction algorithms1. Nearly all of these penalties
have taken the form of smoothing functionals that provide a
noise-resolution tradeoff (perhaps space-variant) for the object
estimate. Interestingly, one of the very early proposals for
regularization was based not on a smoothing function, but
on a pixel-wise penalty derived from the gamma probability
distribution [2]. This use of the gamma prior has certain
advantages relative to smoothing priors, as well as obvious
drawbacks. In this paper, we take a second look at the gamma
prior for emission and transmission tomography, and mention
its merits and handicaps as well as approaches to overcoming
these handicaps. The main focus of the work, however, is to
present an initial characterization of the prior in terms of the
bias, variance, and resolution properties of gamma penalized
reconstructions.

Some notation and conventions: The emission object
is vector f(ffig; i = 1 : : :N), and transmission object
�(f�ig; i = i : : :N). (Lower case bold quantities indicate
vectors.) For either case, projection data is given by
g(fgjg; j = 1 : : :M). In all cases, we use a Poisson likelihood
model. For emission SPECT, we takeg to be the usual
independent Poisson random vector with mean�g = Hf . Here,
H is the system matrix,Hf a vector-matrix product, and the
component notation [3] implies a separate equation for each
component of vectorg. For emission PET, we use the same
model, though results here can easily be extended to include
the effects of randoms and scatter. For transmission imaging,g

is again Poisson with mean�g(�) = d exp(�H�) , whered is

1We use a Bayesian vocabulary wherein “penalties” and
“regularizers” become the log of a prior probability. This is a slight
abuse, since the object as considered here is a deterministic parameter
and not a random vector, but the vocabulary allows us to conveniently
refer to prior probabilities and their associated penalties.

the external source intensity, and now matrix elementHji has
the interpretation of the chordlength of rayj through pixeli.
The effects of background events, such as scatter or randoms,
have not been included. We define the object estimatef̂ or
�̂ as a maximuma posteriori (MAP) solution obtained by
minimizing an objective function�(f) or �(�), itself given by
the log of the likelihood plus the log of the prior.

II. THE INDEPENDENT GAMMA PRIOR

The independent gamma probability density functionp(f)
of the object is defined as

p(f) =
Y
i

1

�(�i)
(�i=�i)

�if�i�1

i exp(��ifi=�i) ; (1)

where for theith object pixel,�i > 0 is the mean,�2i =�i is
the variance, and�i(1 � 1=�i) the mode. As will be seen,�i
assumes the role of a smoothing strength. (note:�i > 1.) This
distribution applies a constraint to each pixel independently,
unlike smoothing penalties that require interactions between
neighbors. It has several appealing properties: (1) The addition
of a gamma prior to an emission or transmission likelihood
results in a well-conditioned and convex objective. (2) It
is consistent with the positivity constraint. Thus, awkward
positivity constraint is avoided. Positivity is maintained in both
MAP-EM optimizations and conventional ascend methods
with a line search. (3) It has an adjustable mean and variance.
(4) It is conjugate to the Poisson likelihood, which makes the
penalized likelihood function gamma-distributed and thus easy
to maximize.

The most obvious drawback of the gamma prior is that
it requires knowledge of the two parameters� and �; for
a pixel-wise version as in equation (1), knowledge of2N
quantities is thus required! One could, for example, set�i
to some constant, and set�i to the value of an initial FBP
reconstruction, but the ensuing reconstructions are typically of
poor quality. Some related work for this problem is found in
[4] and [5], and, elsewhere [6] in these proceedings, we discuss
a true Bayesian approach in which hyperparameters� and
� are computed via a joint MAP procedure. However, this
subject is beyond the scope of the present discussion. Instead,
we assume that some computation has delivered� and�, and
we examine the quality of the MAP reconstruction conditioned
on these hyperparameters.

III. F IXED POINT EXPRESSIONS FORBIAS AND

VARIANCE

In this work, we follow the approach introduced by Fessler
[7], in which a penalized-likelihood solution is viewed as an



estimator defined implicitly as the maximum of the objective
function. Results in [7] confirm earlier observations that under
certain approximations, the mean of the reconstruction can be
obtained from reconstructing the noiseless projection, and the
covariance matrix of the object estimate can be written as a
function of the Fisher information matrixF of the likelihood
and the Hessian matrixR of the penalty function. Thus, in
[7], bias and variance expressions apply to the fixed point
of the objective, and are independent of any algorithm used
to arrive at the fixed point itself. This approach contrasts
with those proposed in [3] and [8], in which the bias and
covariance are tracked as an algorithm-dependent function of
iteration number. The iteration-dependent approach applies to
reconstructions, like the emission ML-EM algorithm, that are
terminated with a stopping rule, and may also be applicable
to regularized versions of ML algorithms that enjoy early
termination, as well as relatives of the ML-EM algorithm like
OS-EM.

We first list expressions for bias and covariance for the
emission case; the case for transmission follows readily. The
expressions, which are specializations of those in [7] to the
case of a gamma prior, require validation by Monte-Carlo
trials, and we present these later.

Let K
f̂

be the covariance matrix (conditioned onf ) of the
reconstruction̂f . Define vectora as a noiseless reconstruction
of f . Under certain approximations, a mean reconstruction
averaged over an ensemble of noisyg is approximately equal
to a; thus the bias is simplya � f . The covariance matrix of
the reconstruction is given by

K
f̂
= (F +R)�1F(F +R)�1 ; (2)

whereF , the Fisher information matrix of the likelihood, can
be written, using component notation, as

F = HT diag(
Hf

[Ha]2
) H : (3)

The termR is the Hessian matrix of the gamma penalty function
evaluated ata and is easily shown to be (see Figure 1a)

R = diag(
�� 1

a2
) : (4)

Here� is a vector with components�i.

For transmission tomography, the term for bias is simply
a� �. The covariance matrixK�̂ of the reconstruction̂� is

K�̂ = (F(a) +R(a))�1F(�)(F(a) +R(a))�1 ;

where now
F(�) = HT diag(�g(�)) H ;

and
�g(�) = d exp(�H�) :

Often, we are interested in the pointwise variance of the
reconstruction. The variance at theith object pixel is

var(f̂i) = (ei)TK
f̂
ei

= (ei)T (F +R)�1F(F +R)�1ei ; (5)
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Figure 1: Hessian matrix of the prior,8� 8 toy problem. (a) Gamma
prior, (b)Eight-nearest-neighbor membrane prior.

whereei is a unit vector equal to unity at locationi and 0
otherwise. Note that with suitable interpretation ofF , (5)
applies to both emission and transmission tomography. The
main computation in (5) is to compute

xi = (F +R)�1ei : (6)

Givenxi, var(f̂i) is easily computed as(xi)TF xi. Equation
(6) can be solved using an iterative method, where only matrix-
vector multiplication is involved, thus saving much computation
time and storage. We used a preconditioned conjugate gradient
(PCG) algorithm with a diagonal preconditioner [9].
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Figure 2: Monte Carlo validations of the variance. (a) Hoffman
phantom for emission tomography. (b) Variance profiles of MC and
theory for emission tomography,� = 1:2f�=(� � 1), � = 10. (c)
Chest phantom for transmission tomography. (d) Variance profiles
of MC and theory for transmission tomography,� = ��=(� � 1),
� = 10; 50 and90 for the lung, soft tissue and spine.

To validate the mean and variance expressions, we used
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to compute a sample mean and
sample covariance matrix, and compared these with the theory.
For emission tomography, we used a128 � 128 2D Hoffman
phantom (Figure 2a), and283k total projection counts with no



attenuation, scatter or detector response. The reconstruction
algorithm we used is the theoretically correct, but slow
MAP-EM (iterated until convergence) with the independent
gamma prior [3, 2],

f̂k+1i =
f̂kiP

j Hji +
�i

�i

2
4X

j

Hji(
gjP

nHjnf̂kn)
)

3
5+ �i � 1P

j Hji +
�i

�i

where� = 1:2f�=(� � 1), (this will introduce about 20%
bias in the reconstruction), and� = 10. Based on 500 MC
samples, the theory is consistent with the MC. Figure 2b shows
one profile of the variance for the MC and the theory. The MC
mean and theoretical mean (not shown) are very consistent, and
differences are not observable in a simple profile display.

To validate the transmission case, we used a64 � 64 chest
phantom comprising an attenuation map of lung, soft tissue
and spine (Figure 2c), and500k total projection counts with no
background events or detector response. The reconstruction
algorithm we used is a PCG algorithm with a diagonal
preconditioner applied to the gamma-regularized transmission
objective. Here, we set� = 10 for the lung,� = 50 for the
soft tissue, and� = 90 for the spine,� = ��=(� � 1) and
again iterate till convergence. We used 500 MC samples. The
MC and theory agree with each other very well for the mean,
but not as well for the variance. Figure 2d shows one variance
profile for the MC and the theory. As for the emission case, the
MC and theory means are quite consistent.

IV. PLUG-IN APPROACHES TOVARIANCE
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Figure 3: Variance profiles of plug-in and theory. Left column:
emission tomography,� = 1:2f�=(� � 1), � = 50. Right column:
transmission tomography,� = ��=(� � 1), � = 10; 50 and 90 for
the lung, soft tissue and spine. Top row: plug-in vs theory. Botton
row: theory vs pre-smoothing noisy reconstruction before plug-in.

Equation (2) for emission tomography depends ona, Ha
andHf , and so is useful in computer simulation when the object

f is available. In the real world, we don’t know the objectf , but
may want to get an approximate estimate of the variance. In this
case, we use “plug-in” approach [10], i.e., useHf̂ for bothHf
andHa in theF term equation (3), and̂f for a in theR term
equation (4).2 Note that inF , the termdiag( 1

Hf̂
) is sandwiched

between projectionH and backprojectionHT operators. Since
projection and back-projection work as smoothing operators,
discrepancies between the plug-in and theory versions of the
F term are minimized [10]. However, replacinga by f̂ in theR
term in equation (4) is a poor approximation when� is small
and the reconstruction is noisy. (Contrast this to the case [7] of
a quadratic smoothing prior, whereR is a matrix of constants
and no such approximations are needed, see Figure 1b for the
structure ofR for a smoothing prior. ) Figure 3a shows a
profile plot of plug-in variance vs. theory for the same Hoffman
phantom with� = 50. The correspondence is imperfect.

In order to reduce the discrepancy between the noisy
reconstruction and the noiseless reconstruction, we used a
median filter (smoothing a pixel by the median value of its 3x3
neighbors) on the noisy reconstructionbeforeplugging in. The
median-filtered version reasonably removes outliers from the
denominator in equation (4). Figure 3c shows an improved
correspondence between the plug-in and the theory.

We also tried a plug-in approach to compute the variance
for transmission tomography using the same parameters as
for Figure 2d. The plug-in approach vs theory is shown in
Figure 3b. The discrepancy of theory vs plug-in is again
improved using a median filter preprocessing, but an even
better improvement results if we use instead a segmentation
averaging filter, in whicĥf is modified before plug-in according
to the following prescription: Do a crude histogram-based
segmentation into three regions, then replacef̂ by its regional
mean. The variance in this case is very consistent with the
theory (see Figure 3d).

V. LOCAL POINT-SPREAD FUNCTION

The reconstruction may also be characterized by an effective
point-spread function (psf), which, for gamma prior turns out
to have interesting properties. Althoughf̂ and�̂ are nonlinear
and space-variant functions off and�, one may define alocal
point-spread function (lpsf) at pixeli as [11]:

lpsfi � lim
�!0

E[f̂(g(f + �ei))]� E[f̂(g(f))]

�

With MC verification, the expectations in the above equation
may be replaced with noiseless reconstructions, and the lpsf
may be explored empirically as a function of object, location,
and parameter settings. In [10], the above empirical approach
for lpsf was extended to a theoretical one:

lpsfi =
@a(f)

@fi

Using a fixed point analysis [10], the lpsf for emission
tomography can be shown to be

2A second use for plug-in approaches lies in design of data-
dependent penalties with desirable properties.



lpsfi =

�
HT diag(

Hf

[Ha]2
)H + diag(

�� 1

a2
)

��1

H diag(
1

Ha
)Hei

and for transmission tomography is

lpsfi =

�
HT diag(�g(a))H + diag(

�� 1

a2
)

��1

H diag(�g(�))Hei :

Both expressions can be approximated as

lpsfi ' (F +R)�1Fei (7)

whereF andR are as defined earlier for both emission and
transmission.

Since the gamma prior involves no pixel-neighbor
interactions, there seems to be, at first glance, no mechanism
for smoothing, but, of course, the coupling through the
likelihood leads to an lpsf with a FWHM (full-width at half
max) that grows with�. This is similar to the case of a
smoothing prior where the FWHM of a lpsf grows with the
value of a global hyperparameter. As pointed out in [11], the
volumeof the lpsf (vlpsf) in emission reconstruction can be
construed as a local quantitation metric, and a volume of unity
is desired. For FBP and smoothing reconstructions, the volume
of the lpsf is not far from unity if effects such as attenuation are
adequately compensated [11].

However, for a gamma reconstruction with perfect
compensation, we observe that the vlpsf shrinks well below
unity as� grows. A small vlpsf, say 0.5, implies (roughly) a
reconstruction̂f shrunk to half the value of objectf , but in fact,
no such diminishment is observed. A useful explanation: For a
linear estimator̂f = Af , where the rows for matrixA comprise
the lpsf’s, and the vlpsf (presumably = 1) is the sum of the
row elements. This estimator could arise, for example, with
a Gaussian likelihood and zero-mean independent Gaussian
prior. If the prior hasnon-zero mean, then the estimator
takes the affine form̂f = Af + c, with c a constant vector.
By definition, the lpsf is still given by rows ofA, but the
reconstruction contains a “DC” term due toc. Thus, the
vlpsf could be less than unity and the reconstruction still
accurate. The gamma estimator, though a nonlinear estimator,
takes this form, but withA and c dependent on object and
hyperparameters. Given this affine relationship above, a
loose interpretation of lpsf for gamma is that of a central
delta-function peak sitting atop a small blob determined byA.

VI. RESULTS ILLUSTRATE PERFORMANCE

TRADEOFFS

We used a 128x128 phantom (40 � 40cm2) in Figure
4a for both emission and transmission tomography, and
evaluated various measures of image character. The phantom
comprises three regions of constant intensity 1:4:8 for emission
tomography and coregistered constant attenuation 0.0392/cm,
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Figure 4: (a) Phantom for lpsf for both emission and transmission
tomography, two ”+” signs indicate the locations of the two lpsf’s.
(b) Concatenated horizonatal profiles of lpsf for these two points for
emission tomography,� = f�=(�� 1), � = 11.

0.1569/cm and 0.2483/cm for transmission tomography. Two
locations, one in the high intensity region and one in the low
intensity region (marked with ’+’ signs in Figure 4a), were
selected for evaluation. For emission tomography, there is
a 5mm FWHM detector blur but no attenuation, and500k
total projection counts. For transmission tomography, there
is no detector blur or attenuation, and there are1M total
projection counts. The hyperparameter� plays a central role
analogous to a smoothing hyperparameter for these results.
We have observed that values of� in the range 5–50 seem to
be qualitatively optimal for a wide variety of emission and
transmission scenarios.

For emission tomography, we used MAP-EM algorithm by
fixing � = f�=(�� 1) and varying� from 1:01; 1:1; 2; 11; 101
to 1001. Figure 5a shows a monotonic increase of FWHM with
� as expected. Note the effective increase in FWHM in thelow-
count region relative to that of high-count region for the same
�. This is different from the smoothing prior as observed by
Fessler and Roger [10]. Another observation of the FWHM is
that it saturates when� gets very large. The volume of lpsf vs
� is shown in Figure 5c. Vlpsf decreases with increasing�, so
that the lpsf both widens, and shrinks in volume as� increases.
For the same�, the low-count region has lower vlpsf relative
to that of high-count region. A bias-variance tradeoff is seen in
Figure 5e.

For a reconstruction algorithm for transmission tomography,
we used PCG algorithm with a diagonal preconditioner. We
used� = ��=(� � 1) and varied� from 1:01; 1:1; 2; 11; 101
to 1001. The three plots in Figure 5bdf illustrate a behaviour
analogous to that of the emission case, except that for the
same�, the low attenuation coefficient region has higher vlpsf
relative to that of the high attenuation coefficient region.

VII. D ISCUSSION

We have (re)introduced the gamma prior for emission
and transmission tomography, and presented an initial
characterization of gamma regularized reconstructions. We
emphasize that the utility of the gamma is dependent on a
means of choosing the hyperparameters – much more so than
the case for smoothing priors. Future work includes a careful
comparison of gamma-penalized image character with that for
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Figure 5: Resolution and noise properties with varying�,
� = 1:01; 1:1; 2; 11; 101; 1001. Left column: Plots for emission
tomography,� = f�=(� � 1). Right column: Plots for transmission
tomography,� = ��=(� � 1). Top row: FWHM of lpsf vs� � 1
for the low and high intensity regions. Middle row: Volume of lpsf vs
� � 1 for the low and high intensity regions. Bottom row: FWHM of
lpsf vs standard deviation for the low and high intensity regions.

smoothing priors.
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